
Feedback form after group work

Name:

Exercise: Date:

Course:

How well do the following statements match?

To some 
extent

-> ->> To a very 
high degree

I have expressed my point of view

I feel that my opinions are respected

I think that the other group members have 
experienced that I respect their opinions

I have taken a fair share of responsibility for the 
planning and execution of the work

During this group project, I have learned the following about the subject:

Comments about my own effort, and how I function as a group member:



How well do the following statements about the group match?

To some 
extent

-> ->> To a very 
high degree

The goal was reached

Our ambition level was good

The division of work was fair and worked fine

I think that everyone in the group has taken 
responsibility for the end result

We have made sure that everyone in the group is 
familiar with what we have done, and can present the 
entire work

We have had a good atmosphere in the group

We have been focused as we have worked together

Everyone wanted to, and were allowed, to actively 
contribute

I was pleased with my role in the group

Comments about the cooperation in the group (what went well and what did not, and why?):

During this group project, I have learned the following about how groups function:

Experiences I bring with me to the next group project:
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